Motivation: High density of SNP coverage on the genome is desirable and often an essential requirement for population genetics studies. Region-specific or chromosome-specific linkage studies also benefit from the availability of as many high quality SNPs as possible. The availability of millions of SNPs from both Perlegen and public domain and the development of an efficient microarray-based assay for genotyping SNPs has brought up some interesting analytical challenges. Effective methods for selection of optimal subsets of SNPs spanning the genome and methods for accurately calling genotypes from probe hybridization patterns have enabled the development of a new microarray-based system for robustly genotyping over 100,000 SNPs per sample.
Introduction
With the release of the Mapping 10K array, oligonucleotide microarrays are currently being widely used for genotyping single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Sellick et al. 2003 ). However, even higher density of SNP coverage on the genome is desirable and often essential for population studies, such as association. Three technical advances have enabled an increase SNP content from 10,000 to over 100,000: a several-fold increase in the complexity of the genomic fraction amplified in the assay to access more SNPs, a reduction in feature size to interrogate more SNPs on fewer chips and the availability of a large database of SNPs formed by combining SNP data from Perlegen and the public domain.
The starting point is a combined database of around 3,000,000 SNPs to which certain bioinformatics and biochemical constraints are applied to derive a large set of about 500,000 SNPs for empirical validation. It is essential to have an algorithm to empirically screen this large SNP set and select the best SNPs effectively and genotype them accurately. The method developed for analysis of Mapping 10K data, MPAM ) is very effective but faces some challenges in scaling up to development of 100K chip set. MPAM requires the screening of a large number of samples to observe all three genotypes to build empirical models accurately, which is both cost ineffective and time consuming. Even in a large sample set, it is still difficult to handle SNPs with low minor allele frequency; it is difficult to build models for missing or low-frequency genotypes. For the Mapping 10K chip intensity patterns of all selected SNPs were visually inspected to reject low quality SNPs undetected by systematic screening, however this approach clearly does not scale well. The MPAM model is robust and accurate but lacks flexibility to accommodate further improvements and optimization after product release. Changes including further optimization of experimental conditions, scanner settings etc. may require retraining models to reflect the effects of such changes on MPAM's SNP-specific clusters. Cutler et al. (2001) introduced a model based genotyping approach for high-throughput variation detection microarrays, which demonstrated that it is possible to genotype SNPs without using any prior empirical information. We introduce a new dynamic model-based algorithm (DM) for the Mapping 100K array. The algorithm starts with a probe-level dynamic-model-based likelihood and performs a SNP-level statistical aggregation to provide a high-quality genotype call. By stratifying all possible states into four models Null, A, AB and B, for a given probe, DM first operates on quartets of probes calculating a log likelihood for each model, then computes a score by subtracting from the log likelihood associated with the model the largest log likelihood of the other three models. The crucial step of DM is the SNP level statistical aggregation. We use a statistical test on multiple quartets of a SNP to aggregate the quartet level scores to a SNP level genotype call along with a confidence metric. We use one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test producing four p-values, one for each model, the model associated with the smallest p-value will be the predicted genotype and the smallest p-value itself is the confidence metric of the genotype call.
The DM algorithm also includes methods for SNP screening and probe reduction and optimization which are directly derived from the genotyping algorithm. Being able to screen SNPs on a relatively small sample set DM makes the SNP selection process time and cost efficient.
Experiment and Chip Design
The strategy for selecting an optimal set of 100,000 high-quality SNPs started with an in-silico screening phase where 500,000 SNPs of the complete set of 3,000,000 were selected due to being located in genomic locations expected to be among the regions amplified by the assay. This led to the design of a screening array set consisting of 6 chips for each of two enzymes, Xba and HindIII (so a total of 12 types of chip). The screening array set was then used in an empirical screening process in which an optimal set of 100,000 SNPs was identified. The tiling strategy is the same as 10K screening , each SNP consists of 56 probes, 7 probe quartets for each strand with the polymorphic nucleotide having different shifts from the center of the 25-mer probe sequence. For 7 probe quartets, the shifts are set to be −4, −2, −1, 0, +1, +3, +4.
A probe quartet includes probe pairs for both allele A and B. A probe pair includes a perfect match cell and a mismatch cell. A total of 54 ethnically diverse samples were used to generate the screening data set, the goal was to select an optimal set of 50,000 SNPs for each enzyme to be titled on two arrays.
Algorithms
This new approach for genotyping microarray data is based on a probabilistic model for intensities for each probe quartet, followed by aggregation to SNP level with a statistical test. The same underlying model is used as a basis for genotype classification, SNP selection and identification of optimal probe quartets for each SNP. The call quality metric is based on a single numeric value calculated by a Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Probe Level Likelihood
For generality we assume that there are n probe quartets for each SNP. Each quartet consists of two probe pairs, one pair for each allele. From the image perspective, there are four underlying states for each quartet, that is, Null: All probes behave similarly, none is expected to be brighter than the rest. In this case, all four cells are treated as background.
A or B: The perfect match cell corresponding to the A (or B) allele is the only significantly bright cell. In this case, the bright perfect match cell is treated as foreground, all other three cells are treated as background.
AB: Both perfect match cells are bright. In this case, the two perfect match cells are treated as foreground, the two mismatch cells are treated as background.
To determine the genotype for a SNP from a given probe quartet, the only thing we need to know is which state the probe quartet supports. Since all four states are possible, a more natural question to ask is which state is most likely. We quantitatively calculate the likelihood for each state in order to determine the most likely genotype, the state with the maximum likelihood will be the model best fitting the state. We select between the four models: Null, A, B and AB providing No Call (NC), A, B and AB in terms of genotype call. Let us assume that L(state) is a well-defined likelihood function, we compute four likelihoods for each probe quartet
SNP Level Aggregation
Even though probes for each SNP are only a few bases apart from each other, the hybridization efficiencies and level of non-specific cross hybridization can vary significantly. This probe specific hybridization inconsistency may lead to different probe quartets supporting different states. To handle unexpected hybridization behavior we robustly aggregate over all probe quartets. To this end, define the score for a given model m as
Then for each model m we can formulate a vector of the scores with n observations for each SNP
where m are the model indices and n is the number of probe quartets for a given SNP. Notice that for a given model m and quartet i, if S i (m) > 0, then model m would be the best fitting model for that quartet and quartet i supports model m. If S i (m) < 0, then model m would not be the best fitting model for that quartet and quartet i does not support model m. Since we have n quartets, a very natural question to ask is how strong is the support for a given model across all probe quartets. We use a Wilcoxon signed rank test (Hollander and Wolfe 1999) for a robust non-parametric answer to this question. By applying the one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test on vector (3.2) for all four models with hypotheses
vs.
we obtain four p-values, {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 }. It is straightforward to see that the model with the least p-value will be the best fitting model across all probe quartets. Now sort the above four p-values, the corresponding model m 0 with the least p-value will provide the genotype call, and
will be the metric for the confidence of the genotype call. A threshold α is set to control the confidence of the genotype calls, if p is greater than this threshold, the call is defined as a no-call (NC), therefore, no-call genotype is supported either when Null model is picked or when p is greater than α. Most of the analysis described in this manuscript used α = 0.05. If there are ties for the least p-value, the order of tie breaker is Null, A, B and AB. When ties happen among A, B and AB, none of the p-values are significant, hence the final genotype will be no-call after threshold α is applied.
Identification of Optimal Probe Quartets
Consider a training dataset with l samples, let
be the vector of quartet scores associated with the smallest p-value (p m 0 ) for sample j. For each probe quartet formulate a new vector
Again by applying one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test on the above n vectors, we obtain n p-values, one for each probe quartet
Notice that the smallerp i is, the more the ith probe quartet is contributing to the aggregated SNP call in each of the l samples. Therefore, by sorting (3.7), we are able to rank probe quartets according to how strongly they support the call and select optimal subsets of any given size. We initially tiled 14 probe quartets (7 for each strand) in the screening arrays, then to achieve greater SNP density in the final array we reduced to 10 probe quartets per SNP. Rather than uniformly removing 4 probe quartets across all SNPs we selected 10 optimal probe positions out of 14 for each SNP. Using this probe optimization method we are able to select about 5% more SNPs with the same high quality compared to uniform selection of 10 probe quartets.
Likelihood Function
The algorithm design of DM is not specific to any particular likelihood function, as long as it is well-defined corresponding to the stratification of four models: Null, A, B and AB. Here, we use a dynamic model-based likelihood function. For this dynamic model-based likelihood function, to simplify the above models we assume that, for any given cell, the pixel signal intensities are independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) normal random variables. We also assume that all four cells of a quartet are independent. In addition, we assume that all probe quartets are independent. For a given model, we assume that both foreground and background are evenly distributed, namely, all foreground cell(s) have the same distribution (Gaussian), all background cells have the same distribution (Gaussian).
Dynamic Model-based Likelihood Function: For each probe in a quartet let
be the mean, variance and number of observations (number of pixels), respectively. Let
be the estimated mean and variance assuming model m. Because of the assumptions above, an explicit log likelihood function for a quartet can be given as (see Cutler et al. (2001) )
To minimize the estimation error, for each of the four models we find maximum likelihood estimators for all parameters by using the assumptions and by differentiating (3.8) with respect to all parameters and solving the corresponding system of equations. For model Null, all four features are assumed as background and evenly distributed, hence we haveμ
For model A, the perfect match for A allele is assumed as foreground, all the other three are assumed as background and evenly distributed, hence we havê
For model B, the perfect match for B allele is assumed as foreground, all the other three are assumed as background and evenly distributed, hence we havê
For model AB, the perfect matches for both A and B allele are assumed as foreground, both mismatches are assumed as background and evenly distributed, hence we havê
Observe that if we add or multiply a constant to all the raw pixel intensities, by definition of 3.1, 3.2 will not change, hence the p-values will remain the same. Therefore, with the above likelihood function, DM is invariant to linear transformation of the pixel intensities.
Algorithm Implementation
The implementation of the DM algorithm is straightforward. Since DM is a single sample based algorithm and uses only Affymetrix standard cel file, DM always starts from a cel file (or multiple cel files for probe quartet optimization). For any given SNP, the steps of DM algorithm are summarized as follows:
1. Read in from a cel file all intensities, standard deviations and number of pixels for a probe quartet.
2. Calculate the log likelihood L(Null) for Null model by treating all four features of a probe quartet as background using formulae (3.8) and (3.9).
3. Calculate estimates for model A using formulae (3.10) and (3.11). 4. Check whether background estimateμ 2 for model A is greater than foreground estimateμ 1 , if true set log likelihood L(A) = L(Null). Otherwise calculate the log likelihood L(A) for model A using formula (3.8) and estimates in step 3. For the implementation of identification of optimal probe quartets, we first loop over all samples for the above 12 steps and identify the genotype for each sample and its corresponding score vector (3.5); then we formulate the vectors as defined in (3.6) and apply Wilcoxon signed-rank test to get the p-values for each available probe quartets; then we sort these p-values to get the given number of desired probe quartets. The distribution table was pre-built for number of probe quartets from 1 to 14 with exact probabilities, for number of probe quartets greater than 14 we use large-sample approximation. To be able to screen many samples on arrays with large number of SNPs, we create a structured binary file for each cel file so that we can fetch information from multiple samples efficiently for any given SNP.
SNP Selection
The goal of the SNP screening process was to select about 100K high quality SNPs for subsequent development efforts, including an entropy-based SNP selection process to choose SNPs that provide the most uniform information across the genome . That means selection of roughly 20% of the 500K SNPs is necessary. We applied the following rules in our SNP screening process: (1) Call consistency: SNP called in > 85% of samples when SNPs with p > α defined as no-calls. (2) Overall minor allele frequency: at least two heterozygous call must be observed. Then α was varied to yield a subset of about 20%. With a total of 54 samples in the training set, each of the selected SNPs has to be called in at least 46 samples with similar high confidence and with at least 2% minor allele frequency.
Results
For the SNP screening phase, we ran hybridization experiments for all 54 ethnically diverse samples: 24 individuals from the Polymorphism Discovery panel (PD), 6 individuals from the Centre du Etude Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH), 12 Caucasians, 6 African-Americans and 6 Asians, for each of our 12 arrays. DM's optimal probe quartet selection method was used on all 54 samples to choose a set of 10 optimal probe quartets for each SNP, after which DM's SNP selection rules were applied to select high quality SNPs, leading to selection of 144,189 very high quality SNPs. The top 126, 757 SNPs (63, 379 XbaI and 63, 378 HindIII) were selected by using entropy-based SNP selection process. A final selection was done after tiling this set of SNPs across one XbaI and one HindIII array and genotyping 330 individuals including 30 CEPH family trios genotyped by the HapMap Project, giving a set of 116,204 SNPs (58,960 for XbaI, 57,244 for HindIII; see ). Genotype results along with other information of these SNPs are available on the Affymetrix web site.
We assessed our algorithm performance by (1) comparing genotypes with data from the HapMap Project (release 8, June 2004; see HapMap (2003) ), (2) measuring mendelian inheritance consistency and consistency between DM and our 10K genotyping algorithm MPAM and (3) (1,584,607/1,587,624) . Since HapMap defines its genotypes as CC,CT,CG, etc and it is highly unlikely for the two homozygote genotypes to be switched, we ignored possible discordant comparisons between the two homozygote genotypes.
10 trios (including 5 CEPH family trios genotyped by HapMap project) not being used in any of the selection processes were used to check Mendelian inheritance errors by counting calls with inconsistent Mendelian relationship. Our Mendelian inheritance inconsistency is 0.018% (501/2,833,137).
The reproducibility of DM algorithm was measured by checking the inconsistency errors over technical replicates. We ran 5 technical replicates on 9 different samples (not included in the samples used for SNP selection), then genotyped them independently. Inconsistentency errors were counted by comparing genotype call on each of the 5 replicates to the consensus call, where consensus call was defined as the majority call in 5 replicates, while no-calls were omitted from the consensus building and comparisons. At α = 0.05, there were 47 inconsistency errors out of 4,976,938 comparisons with average call rate 94.13%, where average was taken over 90 experiments (5 replicates per sample, 9 samples on 2 arrays).
All 11,555 SNPs from the Mapping 10K array were tiled onto the screening array(s), 8,014 of them ended among the final set of 116,204 SNPs, of which we have genotypes for both 10K and 100K mapping arrays for 19 CEPH family samples. The consensus rate between DM and MPAM on this subset of SNPs is 99.90% (147,814/147,964) for all comparable genotypes (both algorithms making genotype calls) and comparable rate is 97.18%. This shows great consistency between the two algorithms on the common subset of SNPs.
DM algorithm is very flexible for balancing call rate and accuracy. By adjusting the cutoff of the confidence metric α, one can easily get higher call rate or even higher accuracy, Figure 1 and Table 1 demonstrate this.
Conclusion
The dynamic-model based approach presented here provides a highly accurate genotype calling method, is effective for SNP screening, is robust against changes in experimental conditions, flexible to experiment designs, and scalable to more SNPs. Future work includes extension to account for probe-specific effects and to analyze multiple chips simultaneously, similar generalizations have been very effective in the expression analysis field and are likely to be of benefit in the genotyping context too. The combination of the assay, chip and analysis method provide a cheap and extensible solution to massively parallel genotyping in a quick and simple experiment, which will be of great value in a wide range of genetic studies. The vertical axis on the right is the average call rate over all 90 CEPH family samples; the vertical axis on the left is either HapMap reference genotype concordance based on all 90 CEPH family samples, or Mendelian inheritance consistency based on 10 CEPH trios with 5 trios among the 90 CEPH family samples; the horizontal axis is the variation of α. Notice that the more stringent the threshold α, the higher the concordance/MI consistency and the lower the call rate.
Figure 1: The vertical axis on the right is the average call rate over all 90 CEPH family samples; the vertical axis on the left is either HapMap reference genotype concordance based on all 90 CEPH family samples, or Mendelian inheritance consistency based on 10 CEPH trios with 5 trios among the 90 CEPH family samples; the horizontal axis is the variation of α. Notice that the more stringent the threshold α, the higher the concordance/MI consistency and the lower the call rate. Notice that as the threshold α decreases, concordance/accuracy increases.
